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Abstract. In this paper, a discontinuous state-feedback law is proposed for the stabilization of nonholonomic systems in power form. The
feedback law is based on a receding-horizon strategy in which the
open-loop optimization problem is a minimum-time steering process.
Suboptimal formulations are used explicitly to meet the real-time
implementability requirements. Stability is established in a sampleddata context and illustrative simulations are given to show the effectiveness and the real-time implementability of the proposed scheme.
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1. Introduction
Consider a nonholonomic system in the power form proposed in Ref.
1 together with saturation constraints on the control inputs,
ẋ1 Gu1 ,
−u

max
j

ẋ2 Gu2 ,

⁄u j ⁄u

max
j

,

ẋiC1 Gxi u1 ,
j∈{1, 2}.

i∈{2, . . . , nA1},

(1)
(2)

This system and more generally nonholonomic systems have attracted much
attention over the past few years within the nonlinear control community.
The most interesting feature that may explain this attention is the fact that
nonholonomic systems do not satisfy the Brockett conditions (Ref. 2). These
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are necessary conditions for the existence of time-invariant C 1-static stabilizing feedbacks. The absence of feedback linearizing transformations (Ref. 3)
makes these systems difficult to stabilize.
A general discussion on the stabilization of nonholonomic systems has
been proposed in Ref. 4. Local small-time stabilizability by continuous timevarying feedbacks has been proved in Ref. 5, initiating a wide literature on
time-varying asymptotic stabilization; see Refs. 5–11.
Local asymptotic stabilization by time-invariant discontinuous feedback laws has been proposed in Ref. 12, while a minimum-energy based
discontinuous receding-horizon control has been applied for global asymptotic stabilization in Refs. 13–14. A discontinuous approach has been proposed also in Ref. 15, where the problem of high inputs that arises generally
in the neighborhood of the origin has been handled by monitoring the controller parameters. Another approach based on state space subdivision into
good兾bad regions has been proposed in Ref. 16. Finite-time stabilization by
use of switching hybrid controllers can be found in Ref. 17.
Controllers for asymptotic tracking of reference trajectories have been
designed using backstepping tools (Refs. 18–21) or a flatness-based approach
(Ref. 22). Despite the extremely rich literature on the subject and to the best
of our knowledge, the problem of minimum-time stabilization of (1) under
the saturation constraint (2) has never been addressed in the general ndimensional case.
The key result of the present paper is to provide a sampled data, receding-horizon feedback strategy that provides the practical stabilization of (1)
around some desired state. Furthermore, the proposed feedback is oriented
toward minimum-time steering. More precisely, at each sample time, a
trajectory from the current state to the desired state is produced by
exploiting a constructive controllability property of (1). Moreover, the
simple nature of this controllability construction allows one to find easily
trajectories that meet the saturation constraint (2). Finally, using the
driftless nature of the system, one may scale locally the inputs and their
durations without changing the points that are visited in the state space.
This allows one to use potentially more of the available input at each step
to transfer the system from the current state to the desired one in shorter
time.
This trajectory generation algorithm is then used in a receding-horizon
fashion to produce a sampled data feedback law. The overall methodology
provides an effective approach for practical stabilization. Such stabilization
is of interest for driftless systems since every state can be an equilibrium
point. In particular, whenever the controls are turned off, the system stops
dead.
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In this paper, δ H0 denotes some fixed sampling period. For all û∈⺢i,
the supremum norm is defined by
兩兩û兩兩S _ max 兩û j 兩.
1⁄j⁄i

Given any integer k∈⺞, k+ stands for kC1. For any time-dependent signal
û(·), û(k) simply denotes û(kδ ). When the state x∈⺢n is clearly known from
the context, z is used to designate the substate (x2 , . . . , xn)T ∈⺢nA1. The
classical notation X(t; 0; x0 ; u) is used to denote the solution at instant t of
(1) starting from the initial condition (0, x0) under the control u(·). For any
positive real r, Ē(r) denotes the nearest bigger integer, namely
Ē(r)_min {k¤r}.
k ∈⺞

Finally
Uad _[−u1max , u1max ]B[−u2max , u2max ]
denotes the set of admissible controls.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the open-loop optimization problem that is used to define the receding-horizon feedback control
is presented together with a fast algorithm yielding suboptimal solutions.
The corresponding receding-horizon feed-back is defined in Section 3 where
stability results are also established. In Section 4, the paper ends with some
numerical simulations illustrating the real-time implementability of the proposed control law and showing its effectiveness in some typical situations
including initial conditions that are classically viewed as singular.

2. Open-Loop Optimization Problem
The feedback law proposed in this paper is based on the recedinghorizon principle. Recall that such a feedback is obtained by solving at each
sampling instant kδ an open-loop optimization problem in which the current state x(k) plays the role of initial state. Then, the first part of the optimal control sequence is applied. At the next sampling instant kC, a new
open-loop optimization problem is solved with x(k+) as initial state, the first
part of the resulting optimal sequence is applied, and so on.
Therefore, a crucial issue in the definition of a receding-horizon control
scheme is the parametrization of the open-loop control profile over the
future prediction horizon. In this paper, this parametrization is defined by
a strictly increasing sequence of n future instants, namely,
t̃_(t̃1 , t̃2 , . . . , t̃n)∈⺢n,

(3)
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and by the sequence of corresponding controls,
ũ_(ũ1, ũ2, . . . , ũn)∈U nad.

(4)

The open-loop control profile is therefore defined by
∀t∈[t̃ jA1 , t̃ j [,

U(t, t̃, ũ)_ũ j,

t̃0 G0 by convention,

(5)

which defines clearly a piecewise constant control over [t̃1 , t̃n [.
Since minimum-time stabilization has to inspire the feedback law, it
seems natural to consider the following open-loop optimization problem
(P(x0))

under X(t̃n ; 0; x0 ; U(·, t̃, ũ))Gxd,

min t̃n ,

(6)

t̃, ũ

where xd is the desired final state.
The exact solution of (6) is quite hard to perform in a real-time context.
Therefore, a fast suboptimal solution needs to be developed in order for the
overall receding-horizon strategy to be implementable. The fast suboptimal
solution is computed in two steps:
Step 1. First, an admissible solution is computed, namely, a solution
that respects the final equality constraint in (6).
Step 2. Then, the admissible solution is improved w.r.t the cost function in (6), namely, the steering time t̃n .
Since there is no unique solution for the first step, minimization is done on
a parametrized set of such possible solutions.
The key point in obtaining an admissible solution is to note that, when
x01 ≠ xd1 , the following parametrization is an admissible solution for (6) for
all τ H0
t̄(τ )_(0,τ , . . . , (nA1)τ ),
ū(τ , x0)_

(7)

u (τ , x )
0
1

0

0
1

0

u (τ , x )
0
0
nA1 (τ , x )

冢冤0冥 , 冤û (τ , x )冥 , . . . , 冤û
0

0
1

0

冥冣 ,

(8)

where
u01 (τ , x0)_−(x01Axd1)兾(nA1)τ

(9)

and (û01 · · · û0nA1)T ∈⺢nA1 is the piecewise constant control sequence with
sampling period τ that steers to (xd2 , . . . , xdn)T, the state of the z-subsystem
żGu01 AzCBû,

(10)

that is obtained from (1) by taking u1 ≡ u (τ , x ) and z_(x2 , . . . , xn) . Note
that (û01 · · · û0nA1)T ∈⺢nA1 is well defined, since (10) is controllable for all
u01 ≠ 0. While U(·, t̄(τ ), ū(τ , x0)) steers clearly the state x to xd, the fact that
0
1

0

T
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there is a τ such that the saturation constraint is respected lies on the following result.
Lemma 2.1. For all x0 such that x01 ≠ xd1 , there exists a sufficiently high
τ H0 such that the open-loop control law defined by (7)–(8) is admissible
and steers the system state to xd in finite time (nA1)τ , namely,
X(t̄n (τ ); 0; x0 ; U(·, t̄(τ ), ū(τ , x0)))Gxd ;

ū(τ , x0)⁄U nad.

(11)

Proof. The equality in (11) is a straightforward consequence of the
very definition of (t̄(τ ), ū(τ , x0)). Only the inequality in (11) is to be proved.
For jG1, the inequality
兩ū ij (τ , x0)兩⁄umax
j
is satisfied clearly for τ sufficiently high, since τ appears in the denominator
of (9). As for jG2, more detailed argumentation has to be developed. Let
τ 0 H0 be some arbitrary real number and let us use the parametrization

τ Gµτ 0 .
The result would be obtained clearly if it can be shown that
兩兩ū2 ( µτ 0 , x0)兩兩S tends to 0 when µ tends to infinity. This property is a direct
consequence of the fact that, by definition, ū(τ , x0) is given by
(ū 22 (τ , x0), . . . , ū n2 (τ , x0))
τ
τ
_ [ΨnA1
(ū1 (τ , x0))]−1 [−ΦnA1
(ū1 (τ , x0))z0Czd],

(12)

τ
τ
where the matrices ΨnA1
(ū1 (τ , x0)) and ΦnA1
(ū1 (τ , x0)) satisfy the following
properties:
0
τ0
0
0
Ψµτ
nA1 (ū1 ( µτ 0 , x ))GµΨnA1 (ū1 (τ 0 , x )),

(13)

0
τ0
0
0
Φµτ
nA1 (ū1 ( µτ 0 , x ))GΦnA1 (ū1 (τ 0 , x )).

(14)

Indeed, (13)–(14) together with (12) give clearly
ū2 ( µτ 0 , x0)G(1兾µ)ū2 (τ 0 , x0),

(15)

that tends to zero when µ tends to infinity.

䊐

In order to improve the admissible solution (t̄(τ ), ū(τ , x0)), the following map is defined for all j∈{1, . . . , n} and all λ H0:

θ λj : ⺢nB⺢2Bn → ⺢nB⺢2Bn,
such that
(i)

t̄k Gt̃k ,

for all kFj,

(t̃, ũ) ⳡ (t̄, ū),

(16)
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(ii)

t̄ jAt̄ jA1 G(1兾λ )(t̃ jAt̃ jA1),

(iii) t̄kAt̄kA1 Gt̃kAt̃kA1 ,
for all k ≠ j,

(iv)

ū k Gũ k,

(v)

ū Gλ ũ ;
j

for all k∈{jC1, . . . , n},

j

namely, θ λj (t̃, ũ) is the control parametrization obtained from (t̃, ũ) by scaling the time interval [t̃ jA1 , t̃ j ] by 1兾λ and scaling the corresponding control
ũ j by λ . In what follows, such (t̃, ũ) and (t̄, ū) are said to be equivalent,
namely,
(t̃, ũ) ∼ (t̄, ū),

iff ∃( j, λ ) such that (t̄, ū)Gθ λj (t̃, ũ).

(17)

The transformation (16) is used hereafter to improve the admissible solution
(7)–(8). This is because equivalent parametrizations in the sense of (17)
correspond to the same intermediate states trajectories. Only the corresponding time instants differ. The following lemma states precisely this
invariance property.
Lemma 2.2. For all i∈{1, . . . , n} and all x0 ∈⺢n,
{(t̃, ũ) ∼ (t̄, ū)}
⇒ {X(t̄i ; 0; x0 ; U(.; t̄, ū))GX(t̃i ; 0; x0 ; U(.; t̃, ũ))}.

(18)

Proof. Recall that (t̃, ũ) ∼ (t̄, ū) iff there is some integer j∈{1, . . . , n}
and some positive real λ H0 such that
(t̄, ū)Gθ λj (t̃, ũ).
Recall that this transformation amounts to modify simultaneously the interval [t̃ jA1 , t̃ j ] by the factor 1兾λ and the control u applied over the new interval by the factor λ . More precisely,
[t̄ jA1 , t̄ j ]_[t̃ jA1 , t̃ jA1C(1兾λ ) (t̃ jAt̃ jA1)],

ū j Gλ ũ j.

But for a driftless system of the form
ẋGG(x)u,
it is clear that, for all x0 and all u,
X(t; 0; x0 ; u)GX(t兾λ ; 0; x0 ; λ u),
this shows clearly that, while the t̃i and t̄i are different, the corresponding
trajectory states are the same, namely,
X(t̃i ; 0; x0, U(·, t̃, ũ)GX(t̄i ; 0; x0 ; U(·, t̄, ū)).

䊐
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Based on the preceding facts, the following algorithm is proposed that
starts with the admissible solution already discussed (Step 0) and terminates
with an improved solution (Step 3) denoted by (t̂(x0), û(x0)).
Algorithm AnA1 (x0).
Step 0. Compute the minimal τ ¤ δ s.t. (t̄(τ ), ū(τ , x0)) is admissible
(Lemma 2.1).
Step 1. (t̃, ũ) ← (t̄(τ ), ū(τ , x0)).
Step 2. For iG2, n do the following steps:
Step 2.1. λ i0 ← min (u1max 兾兩ũi1 兩, u2max 兾兩ũi2 兩).
Step 2.2. λ i ← (t̄iAt̄iA1)兾ki δ , where ki GĒ((t̄iAt̄iA1)兾λ i0 δ ).
Step 2.3. (t̃, ũ) ←θ λi i (t̃, ũ).
Step 3. (t̂(x0), û(x0)) ← (t̃, ũ).
Discussion. Recall that Algorithm AnA1 (x0) is to be executed for x0
satisfying x01 ≠ xd1 . Lemma 2.1 shows then that Step 0 is feasible. Note that,
in Step 0, τ is chosen greater than the sampling period δ , since τ in
(t̄(τ ), ū(τ , x0)) is the time between two successive decision instants and therefore cannot be lower than δ . According to Lemma 2.1, Step 1 yields (t̃, ũ)
such that U(·, t̃, ū) steers the state to xd in t̃n (x0) time units. This gives an
initial admissible solution for P(x0). The aim of Step 2 is then to improve
this initial solution w.r.t. the steering time criterion by applying nA1 successive transformations of the form θ λi i . This is done by taking, at each
sample time, the maximal allowable λ i ¤1, reducing consequently the steering time by an amount of [(λ iA1)兾λ i ] (t̃iAt̃iA1) without changing the steering property thanks to Lemma 2.2. Note finally that λ i0 is always well
defined, since the condition x01 ≠ xd1 implies that, for all i, ū i1 ≠ 0.
Some properties of Algorithm AnA1 (x0) are discussed later; see Lemma
3.1. Let us first address the construction of suboptimal solutions for P(x0)
in the general case where x01 ≠ xd1 does not necessarily hold.
In order for singular situations to be avoided systematically, a constant
control is first applied to steer the state away from the manifold
{x兩x1 Gxd1 }. This constant control is parametrized by an integer
q∈{1, . . . , qmax} and a discrete variable (∈{−1, 1}; more precisely, the following control is first applied during q sampling periods:
uq, ( (τ )_

(u1max
,
0

冤

冥

∀τ ∈[0, qδ ],

to steer the state to
x f (x0, q, ()_X(qδ ; 0; x0 ; uq, ( (·))

(19)
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such that
x1f (x0, q, () ≠ xd1 .
Then, Algorithm AnA1 (x f (x0, q, ()) is executed to compute a steering trajectory from x f (x0, q, () to xd. Therefore, for a given pair (q, ()∈
{1, . . . , qmax}B{−1, 1}, the total resulting steering time is clearly given by
qδCt̂n (x f (x0, q, ()),
where t̂(x f (x0, q, ()) is delivered by the execution of Algorithm
AnA1 (x f (x0, q, ()).
To sum up, an admissible suboptimal solution of P(x0) may be
obtained by solving the following optimization problem:
(q̂(x0), (ˆ (x0)) _ Arg

min
(q, () ∈A (x0)

qδCt̂n (x f (x0, q, ()),

(20)

where

A (x0)_{(q, ()∈{1, . . . , qmax}B{−1, 1}兩x f (x0, q, () ≠ xd1 }
and the overall retained solution
(topt (x0), uopt (x0))∈⺢nBU nad, is then given by

0

of

P(x ),

denoted

topt (x0)_(δ q̂(x0), t̂2 (x̂ f (x0)), . . . , t̂n (x̂ f (x0))),
uopt (x0)_

冢冤0

0

max
1

(ˆ (x )u

f

0

n

by
(22)

冥 , û (x̂ (x )), . . . , û (x̂ (x ))冣 ,
2

(21)

f

0

(23)

where
x̂ f (x0)_x f (x0, q̂(x0), (ˆ (x0)).

(24)

In the following section, some properties of the open-loop solution (22)–
(23) are given; then, the receding-horizon state feedback control is defined
precisely. Finally, a stability result of the corresponding closed-loop system
is given.
3. Feedback Definition and Stability Results
Let us start by giving some properties of Algorithm AnA1 (x0) given in
the preceding section. This is the object of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. For any nonsingular state x0, that is x01 ≠ xd1 , Algorithm
AnA1 (x0) gives a solution (t̂(x0), û(x0)) satisfying the following properties:
(i) For all i∈{2, . . . , n}, t̂i (x0)At̂iA1 (x0)Gki δ , for some ki ∈⺞.
(ii) For all t, d(U(t,t̂(x0), û(x0)), Uad)GO(δ ).
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Proof.
(i)

This is a direct consequence of Step 2.2, Step 2.3, and the definition of the transformation θ λi i .
兾ū ij for some j∈{1, 2}. This
(ii) Note that, when δ→ 0, λ i →λ i0 Gumax
j
λi
with the definition of θ i yields
ûij (x0) →λ i0 ûij (x0)兩Step 1 Gumax
.
j

䊐

Note that (ii) of Lemma 3.1 gives an indication on the quality of the
suboptimal solution given by Algorithm AnA1 (x0) w.r.t. the minimum steering time concern. Indeed, it states that, when the sampling period δ tends
to 0, the resulting control approaches the boundary of the admissible
domain Uad and this for all t.
Let us now define precisely the receding-horizon state feedback. Let
(d H0 be any desired precision and consider the following discrete-time state
feedback law defined for all σ ∈[0, δ [ by the following expression:
u(kδCσ )G

U(0, topt (x(k)), uopt (x(k))),
0,

冦

if兩兩x(k)Axd兩兩S H(d ,
if兩兩x(k)Axd兩兩S ⁄(d .

(25)

In order to state the main stability result, xcl (·) is used to denote the closedloop system trajectories under (25). The main result is then given by the
following proposition, which roughly states that, for any chosen final precision (d , the subset
{x∈⺢n 兩 兩兩xAxd兩兩S ⁄(d }
is globally finite-time stable w.r.t. the closed-loop dynamics given by (1) and
(25), and this by using the same a priori fixed sampling period δ H0 that
has not to be decreased with (d.
Proposition 3.1. Let δ H0 be fixed. For any desired final precision
(d H0, there is a scalar function V: ⺢n → ⺢+ with the following properties:
(i) (V(x) → 0) ⇒ (x → xd).
(ii) V is radially unbounded.
(iii) V is bounded over bounded subsets of ⺢n.
(iv) For all k∈⺞,
V(xcl (k+))AV(xcl (k)⁄Aδ ,
(v)

whenever V(xcl (k))Hδ .

(26)

The subset B̄(xd, (d)_{x∈⺢n 兩 兩兩xAxd兩兩S ⁄(d } is invariant and
attractive under (25); furthermore, it is reachable in finite time.
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Proof. It will be shown that V defined by
V(x)_

min

i ∈{1, . . . , n}

{tiopt (x)兩X(tiopt (x); 0; x; U(·, topt (x0), uopt (x0)))G0}

(27)

satisfies the Properties (i) to (v) of Proposition 3.1. Note that, because of
the steering property of (topt (x), uopt (x)), we know that V(x) is well defined
and such that V(x)⁄tnopt (x). The definition (27) enables us to detect the
early steering achievement. This is crucial in the following proof.
(i) This results directly from the evident fact that, under bounded control, the system state cannot be steered from x0 ≠ xd to xd infinitely fast.
(ii) This results from the straightforward fact that, under bounded
control, the time necessary to steer the state from x0 to xd tends to infinity
when 兩兩x0兩兩 tends to infinity.
(iii) Let χ ⊂⺢n be some bounded subset and let us prove that there is
some MH0 such that, for all x∈ χ ,
V(x)Gtnopt (x)⁄M.
Note that, for all x,
V(x)⁄q0δCt̂n (x f (x, q0, ( 0))⁄ δCt̂n (x f (x, q0, ( 0)),

(28)

where (q , ( ) is any pair in {0, 1}B{−1, 1} such that x (x, q , ( ) ≠ x . Now,
since x f (x, q0, ( 0) belongs clearly to a bounded set (because q0 ⁄1 and, under
constant u1 , z obeys a linear differential equation). Hence, according to (28),
it is sufficient to prove that t̂n (·) is bounded over bounded sets. But one
clearly has
0

0

f
1

0

0

d
1

t̂n (x)⁄(nA1)τ̂ (x),
where τ̂ (x) is the minimum τ necessary for (t̄(τ ), ū(τ , x)) to be admissible
(see Lemma 2.1). Now, according to (9) and (15), τ̂ (x) meets the following
inequality:

τ̂ (x)⁄max{兩x1Axd1 兩兾(nA1)u1max , [兩兩ū2 (τ 0 , x)兩兩S 兾u2max ]τ 0 },

(29)

where τ 0 H0 is arbitrary. Clearly, this ends the proof of (iii), since the r.h.s.
of (29) is bounded over bounded subsets of ⺢n.
(iv) Let us denote by J(q, (, x0) the cost function in (20), namely,
J(q, (, x0)_qδCt̂n (x f (x, q, ()),

(30)

and let us use (q̂k , (ˆ k) to denote (q̂(xcl (k)), (ˆ (xcl (k))). Two situations are to
be handled:
Case 1. q̂k H0. In this case, define
x+ (k):GX(q̂k δ ; 0; xcl (k); uq̂k, (ˆ k (·)).
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By definition, V(xcl (k)) is given by
V(xcl (k))Gq̂k δCt̂i 0 (x+ (k)),

for some i0 ⁄n.

(31)
+

Let us define the following suboptimal solution (q̃k+, (˜ k+) of P(x ):
(q̃k+, (˜ k+):G(q̂kA1, (ˆ k).
It is then clear that
X(q̃k+δ ; 0; xcl (k+); uq̃k+, (˜ k+ (·))Gx+ (k);
and therefore, by (31),
V(xcl (k+)) ⁄J(q̃k+, (˜ k+, xcl (k+))
⁄(q̂kA1)δCt̂i 0 (x+ (k)))
⁄V(xcl (k))Aδ ,
which is nothing but (26).
Case 2. q̂k G0.
In this case, the next state on the closed-loop
trajectory is clearly given by
xcl (k+)GX(δ ; 0; xcl (k); U(·, t̂(xcl (k), û2 (xcl (k))).
Now, choosing the suboptimal solution
(q̃k+, (˜ k+)G(0, (ˆ k)
implies that
J(q̃k+, (˜ k+, xcl (k+))Gt̂n (xcl (k+)),

(32)

but one clearly has
t̂(xcl (k+)) Gt̂(xcl (k))Aδ ,

(33)

û(xcl (k+)) G(û2 (xcl (k+)), . . . , ûn (xcl (k+)), 0).

(34)

This with (32) shows clearly that, whenever V(xcl (k))Hδ , the resulting steering time from xcl (k) to xd is lower by at least δ than the steering time from
xcl (k) to xd. This clearly gives (26).
(v) The invariance of B̄(xd, (d) is straightforward, since according to
the control law (25) x∈B̄(xd, (d) implies ẋG0. The facts that B̄(xd, (d) is
attractive and is reachable in finite time are direct consequence of (26) and
the already proved (i) of Proposition 3.1.
䊐
4. Illustrative Examples
In this section, the real-time implementability of the proposed feedback
law is first investigated. Then, some illustrative examples are proposed.
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4.1. Real-Time Implementability. Recall that, in order to compute
(25), one has to execute Algorithm AnA1 at most 2qmax times. Recall also
the crucial fact that Algorithm AnA1 is deterministic; therefore, an upper
bound on the execution time can be obtained easily. Let trun refers to this
upper bound. Simulations on a DIGITAL-FORTRAN兾PC-PENTIUM III
600MHZ shows that
trunF10−3 sec.

(35)

By requiring that the execution time be five times lower than the sampling
period δ , the following real-time implementability condition can be derived:

δ ¤10BqmaxBtrun ∼ 0.01qmax.

(36)

For instance,
qmax G10,

δ G0.1

may be used.
4.2. Simulations. In all the following simulations, we use
qmax G10,

(d G0.01,

xd G0.

The simulations aim to illustrate the following facts:
(F1) When the admissible domain Uad is enlarged, the resulting
closed-loop stabilization time is reduced automatically. This can
be seen on Figs. 1 and 2 where behaviors under two different
saturation levels are shown.
(F2) The proposed feedback results in a unified behavior for both
singular initial conditions x01 Gxd1 (Fig. 1) and nonsingular ones
(Fig. 2). Indeed, in both cases, a first phase is initially engaged
taking x1 optimally far from xd1 w.r.t. the minimum time steering
objective; during this first phase, u1 is constant and extremal
while u2 G0. Then, the second stabilizing phase is engaged and
B̄(xd, (d) is reached in finite time.
(F3) Because of truncation errors during numerical integration, the
truly obtained steering time under closed-loop conditions may
be greater than the one initially predicted by open-loop computations at the instant tG0. This may be observed on Fig. 3. This
confirms the closed-loop character of the control law insofar as
it stabilizes the system in spite of the disturbances that may render the initial decisions out of order.
(F4) When the sampling period δ decreases, the resulting closed-loop
stabilizing time decreases. This is closely related to Fact 4, since
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Fig. 1. Simulations in the singular case x0 G(0, −2.3, 1.2, 1.0, −0.1)T with two different satuG10 (continuous line) and umax
G5 (dashed line).
ration levels umax
j
j

Fig. 2. Simulations in the nonsingular case x0 G(1.2, 0.0, 0.2, 0.0, −0.1)T with two different
saturation levels umax
G10 (continuous line) and umax
G5 (dashed line).
j
j
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Fig. 3. Comparison between initial predicted open-loop trajectories (dashed line) and resulting
closed-loop trajectories (continuous line) for x0 G(0, −2.3, 1.2, 1.0, −0.1)T and saturation
level umax
G10.
j

Fig. 4. Simulations with different sampling periods: δ G0.1 (continuous line) and δ G0.001
(dashed line). Note that the lower plot enables a numerical verification of
d(u(t), ∂Uad)GO(δ ).
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it states that, when δ tends to zero, the applied control
approaches the boundary ∂Uad of the admissible domain, suggesting that the amplitude of the acceptable control is fully used
to carry out the minimum time stabilizing objective. This can be
observed on Fig. 4 and particularly on the lower plot, where the
distance
d(u(t), ∂Uad)Gmin{兩兩u1 (t)兩Au1max 兩, 兩兩u2 (t)兩Au2max 兩}
is plotted vs. time. Note that simulations with qmax G10 and
δ G0.001 are given for illustrative purposes, despite the fact that
these choices violate the real-time implementability constraint
(36). Note that, apart from the above constraint, the behavior
of the control for δ G0.001 is probably undesirable. However,
the simulation enables Fact 4 to be verified numerically.
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